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a b s t r a c t

The normal depth is an important hydraulic element for canal design, operation and management.
Curved irrigation canals including parabola, U-shaped and catenary canals have excellent hydraulic
performance and strong ability of anti-frost heave, while the normal depths in the governing equations
of the current common methods have no explicit analytical solution. They are only indirect methods by
using trial procedures, numerical methods, and graphical tools. This study presents new direct formulas
for normal depth in curved irrigation canals by applying for Marquardt method. The maximum relative
error of the proposed formulas is less than 1% within the practice range by comparative analysis, and
they are simple and convenient for manual calculations. The results may provide the reliable theoretical
basis and useful reference for the design and operation management of irrigation canals.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Compared with trapezoidal and rectangular canals, the stress
condition of the curved canals including parabola, U-shaped and
catenary canals has been improved [1]. They are beneficial to the
prevention of frost heaving of soil matrix and have excellent
hydraulic performance. It is a favorable choice in irrigation
works, especially in cold regions. But the governing equation
for the normal depth is implicit and no analytical solutions in
design and operation management of curved irrigation canals.
There are some indirect methods to solve these equations now,
for example, the trial and error procedure, graphical tools,
iteration procedure, and so on. But these methods have their
disadvantages, as follows, (1) the trial and error procedure is
time consuming and difficult to control; (2) the descriptive
geometry solution is susceptible to the wrong reading and
interpolation error; (3) the iteration process is easy to control
the precision and error, but is susceptible to the iterative format
and iterative initial value and always causes iteration non-
convergence, or more iteration times and so on. So they cannot
be developed and put into the practice. This results in a large
number of studies on the normal depth of open channels in the
world [2,3]. The approximation calculation formulas of the
normal depth are available for a half-cubic parabola canal [4],
U-shaped canal [5,6], trapezoid canal and round canal [7], but
not for catenary canal.

In this study, direct solutions for the normal depths are
presented for curved canals including parabola, U-shaped and
catenary canal by Marquardt method based on the NLIN procedure
using SAS software. The proposed formulas either fill the current
gap or improve upon existing formulas in terms of accuracy and
simplicity.

A comparison of the accuracy of the proposed and existing
solutions is also presented. And this study may provide the reliable
theoretical basis and useful reference for the design and operation
management of irrigation canals.

2. Geometrical properties of the canal cross-sections

2.1. Parabola canal

Considering the coordinate system of Fig. 1, the parabola
equation can be expressed as follows.

y¼ Kx2 ð1Þ
where x, y are the transverse and longitudinal coordinates,
respectively. K is parabola shape parameter.

Then the geometric elements of the parabola canal section can
be written as,
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where A is cross-section area, P is wetted perimeter; B is width of
the canal at the water surface; h0 is flow depth.
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2.2. U-shaped canal

Fig. 2 shows a U-shaped canal section, the applicable equations
are defined as the piecewise functions changing with flow depth
because the water-carrying section is consisted of bottom arc and
upper line segment.

when h0ra,

A¼ r2arccos 1�h0
r
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� r�h0ð Þ
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when h04a,
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where r is bottom arc radius, a is height of bottom arc,
a¼ r 1� cos θ

� �
, 2θ is central angle of section bottom arc, m is

side slope coefficient of sidewall line segment.

2.3. Catenary canal

Considering the coordinate system of Fig. 3, the catenary
equation is presented as follows.

y¼ b� ch
x
b
¼ b
2
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where b is catenary shape parameter. Then, the applicable equa-
tions can be expressed as,

h0 ¼ b ch B
2b�1

� �
A¼ B� a� ch B
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Nomenclature

x transverse coordinates
y longitudinal coordinates
K parabola shape parameter
A cross section area
B width of the canal at the water surface
h0 normal flow depth
P wetted perimeter
r bottom arc radius
a height of bottom arc
2θ central angle of section bottom arc
m side slope coefficient
b catenary shape parameter
cc constant
Q discharge
S0 canal bottom slope
n roughness coefficient
Qt transitional flow rate
SS% relative error

ηp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Kh0
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characteristic depth (parabola cross section)

εp ¼ ðnQ=
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p
Þ35K8

5 section characteristic parameter (parabola
cross section)

ηu ¼ h0
r dimensionless relative normal depth (U-shaped cross
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Subscripts

P denotes parabola cross section
u denotes U-shaped cross section
c denotes catenary cross section
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Fig. 1. Cross section of parabolic canal.
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Fig. 2. Cross section of U-shaped canal.
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Fig. 3. Cross section of catenary canal.
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